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This 3-T fMRI study investigates brain regions similarly and

differentially involved with listening and covert production of

singing relative to speech. Given the greater use of auditory–motor

self-monitoring and imagery with respect to consonance in singing,

brain regions involved with these processes are predicted to be

differentially active for singing more than for speech. The stimuli

consisted of six Japanese songs. A block design was employed in

which the tasks for the subject were to listen passively to singing of

the song lyrics, passively listen to speaking of the song lyrics,

covertly sing the song lyrics visually presented, covertly speak the

song lyrics visually presented, and to rest. The conjunction of

passive listening and covert production tasks used in this study

allow for general neural processes underlying both perception and

production to be discerned that are not exclusively a result of

stimulus induced auditory processing nor to low level articulatory

motor control. Brain regions involved with both perception and

production for singing as well as speech were found to include the

left planum temporale/superior temporal parietal region, as well as

left and right premotor cortex, lateral aspect of the VI lobule of

posterior cerebellum, anterior superior temporal gyrus, and planum

polare. Greater activity for the singing over the speech condition for

both the listening and covert production tasks was found in the

right planum temporale. Greater activity in brain regions involved

with consonance, orbitofrontal cortex (listening task), subcallosal

cingulate (covert production task) were also present for singing over

speech. The results are consistent with the PT mediating represen-

tational transformation across auditory and motor domains in

response to consonance for singing over that of speech. Hemispheric

laterality was assessed by paired t tests between active voxels in the

contrast of interest relative to the left–right flipped contrast of

interest calculated from images normalized to the left –right reflected

template. Consistent with some hypotheses regarding hemispheric

specialization, a pattern of differential laterality for speech over
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singing (both covert production and listening tasks) occurs in the left

temporal lobe, whereas, singing over speech (listening task only)

occurs in right temporal lobe.

D 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Probably the earliest form of music developed by humans is

vocal singing. Not only does singing have characteristics

common to music (e.g., melody, harmony, etc. . .) but it also

has characteristics common to speech (e.g., phonological con-

straints, syntax, semantics) by which a story can be told. In early

infancy, mother– infant interactions often take the form of sung

exchanges, well before speech is developed (Trehub, 2003), and

it has been argued that this intimate communication actually

facilitates the later development of language. Singing often

evokes a strong emotional response by means of its musical

properties as well as through the interaction with the semantic

aspects of the words in the song. Although extensive research has

been conducted on the neural processes underlying the develop-

ment of perception and production of singing in birds (Solis et

al., 2000) far less has been done with humans. One of the issues

concerning the neural processes underlying singing in humans is

the extent to which they are similar to or different from those of

speech. Additionally, given the hypothesized link between

perception and production for action perception as well as in

action planning (FThe Mirror Neuron Hypothesis,’’ see Rizzolatti

and Arbib (1998); Internal Models see Kawato (1999); Wolpert et

al. (1998); Miall (2003)), it is also of interest to determine brain

regions that are involved with both perception and production of

singing and speech.

There are several studies suggesting that there may be differ-

ences in the neural processes underlying singing and speaking.
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Many right-handed individuals with aphasia as a result of left

inferior frontal lobe (Broca’s area) damage have severe deficits in

their ability to speak but are able to sing words without much

deficit (Assal et al., 1977; Broca, 1861; Hebert et al., 2003;

Jacome, 1984; Smith, 1966; Yamadori et al., 1977). It has been

classically maintained that this phenomenon occurs because of left

hemisphere involvement in propositional (generative) speech,

whereas the right hemisphere is involved with automatic speech

including singing of familiar songs. Consistent with this hypoth-

esis, transcranial magnetic stimulation to the left inferior frontal

cortex (Broca’s area) in right-handed individuals causes speech

arrest, but singing, even of the same words, is relatively unaffected

(Epstein et al., 1999; Stewart et al., 2001). Conversely, there are

also reports of right-handed individuals with frontal right

hemisphere damage who lose ability in the musical domain

(amusia), including singing, while showing little deficit for speech

(Peretz et al., 1997). In addition, congenital amusia is associated

with deficits in music memory and recognition as well as singing

(Ayotte et al., 2002). Sodium amytal injected into the right carotid

artery has been shown to result in deficits in singing, supporting

right hemisphere involvement (Gordon and Bogen, 1974). How-

ever, experiments using transcranial magnetic stimulation to the

right frontal hemisphere in right-handed individuals, while singing,

abolished melody in only two out of ten subjects (Epstein et al.,

1999).

Independently of strong hypotheses regarding laterality of

function, another potential reason why word production is spared

during singing, while speech is severely impaired in some

individuals, is that music processing may improve access to

verbal knowledge (Hebert et al., 2003). It is possible that singing

over speech is mediated by greater amodal imagery involving

enhanced sensory-cognitive processing allowing for improved

access to verbal knowledge. Traditionally, imagery has mostly

been regarded as domain-specific, like visual imagery or verbal

imagery. A recent model (Grush, 2004) proposes that there

should be domain-general type imagery, called supramodal or

amodal imagery. As a rostral part of dorsal lateral premotor area

(PMdr) is activated during verbal, spatial, and motor imagery

tasks, it is possible that this region is related to domain-general

type imagery. Given this hypothesis, it is predicted that greater

activity for singing over speech occurs in PMdr that has been

implicated with processing of amodal imagery (Hanakawa et al.,

2004).

A clear demarcation of the neural processes of speaking and

singing based on purely musical aspects of the latter is not easy,

given reports of individuals with aphasia without amusia, for

whom singing is impaired as well as speech, even though other

musical abilities are relatively unaffected (Henschen, 1925;

Hebert et al., 2003). It is possible that in these cases, the

damage to verbal processing areas is so extensive that the

facilitative access of music in helping word production during

singing is lost. The differences in the extent and location of

lesions in individuals with aphasia or amusia make it difficult to

determine the location and nature of the neural processes

underlying speech and singing. Brain imaging studies are

necessary to determine brain regions showing differential activity

for singing and speaking.

Brain imaging studies have already revealed differences in

neural activity for speech and singing. Several studies have

shown that covertly singing a well-known non-lyrical tune

activates right sensorimotor cortex including posterior inferior
frontal gyrus (IFG) and left cerebellum, whereas covertly

speaking a highly overlearned word string activates left

sensorimotor cortex (including posterior IFG) and right cerebel-

lum (Ackermann and Riecker, 2004; Riecker et al., 2000;

Wildgruber et al., 1996). Moreover, they found that overtly

speaking and singing additionally activate the left and right

insula respectively (Ackermann and Riecker, 2004; Riecker et

al., 2000). In a PET study conducted by Perry et al. (1999),

overt singing of a single pitch and a vowel contrasted with

passively listening to complex tones activated supplementary

motor area (SMA), anterior cingulate, precentral gyrus (PCG),

anterior insula, right IFG, right Heschl’s gyrus (HG), posterior

superior temporal gyrus (pSTG), and the cerebellum. Brown et

al. (2004a) conducted a study investigating brain processes

underlying novel melody repetition singing and novel harmoni-

zation singing in relation to monotonic vocalization, using

amateur musicians as subjects. Melody repetition relative to

monotonic vocalization was found to give differential activity in

the right planum polare (PP). Harmonization singing relative to

monotonic vocalization was found to give differential activity in

both the right and left PP (Brown et al., 2004a,b). In a PET

study, in which the task was either to overtly speak or sing the

words to a familiar song, it was found that singing, more than

speaking, differentially activated the right anterior superior

temporal gyrus/sulcus–posterior region (aSTG2), right insula,

right anterior middle temporal gyrus (aMTG), right superior

temporal sulcus (STS), medial and right dorsolateral prefrontal

cortex (DLPFC), right parahippocampal gyrus, right sensorimo-

tor cortex, right nucleus accumbens, right posterior cingulate,

right orbital cortex, and the cerebellum bilaterally (Jeffries et al.,

2003). Speaking, more than singing, differentially activated the

left posterior STG, left supramarginal gyrus (SMG), left IFG, left

putamen, and left sensorimotor cortex (Jeffries et al., 2003). It is

noteworthy that there is more activation in brain regions

involved with reward (nucleus accumbens, posterior cingulate,

orbital cortex, parahippocampal gyrus) for the singing than for

the speaking task, suggesting a greater emotional component

involved in processing.

Very few studies have investigated brain regions involved with

aural perception of singing. Subjectively, we can detect very

rapidly whether a performer is speaking or singing, suggesting

that perception of these is mediated by non-identical brain

mechanisms. In a study conducted by Besson et al. (1998), the

differential patterns of event-related potentials of musicians

listening to opera excerpts ending in semantically congruous or

incongruous words, sung in or out of key, suggest that lyrics and

tunes are processed independently in the brain. This contrasts with

earlier behavioral experiments which suggested that the process-

ing of lyrics and melody in memory for songs is integrated

(Serafine et al., 1984). The differences between the two studies

may be a result of the different population of subjects tested. The

subjects in the Serafine et al. (1984) study were undergraduates

with varying degrees of musical experience, in contrast to the

Besson et al. (1998) study in which subjects were all professional

musicians.

Although only a few studies have directly investigated the

neural processes related to hearing singing, there have been

several more indirectly relevant studies of aspects of music

perception that are pertinent to an understanding of the neural

processes underlying aural perception of singing. It has been

proposed that the left temporal lobe is relatively specialized for
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processing of fine temporal information, whereas the right

temporal lobe is relatively specialized for processing of fine

spectral information (Zatorre, 2001; Zatorre and Belin, 2001;

Zatorre et al., 2002). Because speech perception relies on high

temporal resolution, it is thought to be processed more

dominantly in the left hemisphere, whereas because music

perception is reliant on high spectral resolution, it is thought

to be processed predominantly in the right hemisphere (Zatorre,

2001). Some support for the contribution of left temporal lobe

for aural processing of phonetic information (intelligible speech;

left aMTG; any phonetic information pMTG) and the contribu-

tion of right temporal lobe for pitch processing (aSTG2) is given

in Scott et al. (2000). Additional support for the contribution of

the right temporal lobe in music processing comes from studies

of patients with brain damage to the right temporal lobe that

have specific deficits in melody processing (Liegeois-Chauvel et

al., 1998). Brain imaging studies have also found right

lateralized activity thought to be involved with auditory melody

processing (Zatorre et al., 1994). However, several other studies

show melody processing bilaterally in the aSTG and PP

(Griffiths et al., 1998; Patterson et al., 2002; Schmithorst and

Holland, 2003) as well as in frontal brain regions (Bey and

Zatorre, 2003; Griffiths, 2003).

The cerebellum has been implicated in processing of various

aspects of aurally presented music (Parsons, 2001). Activity in

brain regions involved with reward and emotion (orbitofrontal

cortex (OFC), striatum, subcallosal cingulate, nucleus accumbens,

anterior insula, and midbrain) are active during aural perception of

music (Blood and Zatorre, 2001; Blood et al., 1999; Brown et al.,

2004b).

While currently no studies have directly investigated neural

processes related both to perception and production of singing in

comparison to speech, the study conducted by Hickok et al. (2003)

investigated neural processes common to both aural perception and

covert production for speech and music. The task for speech

stimuli consisted of listening to and then covertly rehearsing

nonsense (‘‘jabberwocky’’) sentences. The task for the music

stimuli consisted of listening to and then covertly humming

melodic tonal sequences. Brain regions found to be active for the

listening and production tasks for both speech and music

conditions include the left Spt region, left posterior STS, left and

right premotor cortex (PMC) (Hickok et al., 2003). The music

condition additionally showed activation in the right posterior STS

(Hickok et al., 2003). Based on the results, it was conjectured that

area Spt serves as an auditory–motor integration area for both

speech and music stimuli. There were some voxels in the left Spt

that did respond better to music than to speech (Hickok et al.,

2003). Statistical analysis did not support differential activation

between the music and speech conditions in the right STS region

even though activation was not strong enough in the speech

condition to show activity (Hickok et al., 2003).

Many of the studies mentioned here show differences in brain

activity for processing of singing/music with that of speech. A

general trend that can be seen in the results of these studies is the

possibility of a right hemisphere advantage for listening to and

production of singing/music and a left hemisphere advantage for

listening to and production of speech. One shortcoming of many

of the reviewed articles is that no statistical analysis was

conducted between left and right hemisphere when determining

laterality. Many of the articles discuss laterality based solely on the

presence of activity appearing above an essentially arbitrary
threshold in one hemisphere and not in the other. Another

potential reason for the finding of differential activity between

singing/music and speech in many of these studies reported above

is the divergent nature of the stimuli used for the contrastive

conditions. Because no attempt was made in many of these studies

to control for the gross acoustical properties of the stimuli, low

level articulatory properties of the stimuli, the phonetic nature of

the stimuli, the syntactic structure of the stimuli, and the semantic

content of the stimuli, it is not possible to ascribe differential

activity as evidence for underlying divergent processing of singing

and speech.

This study attempts to control for many of these potential

confounds to better discern differences and similarities in neural

processes related to singing and speech. In addition, the laterality

between hemispheres of processes underlying singing and speech

is assessed statistically on a voxel-wise basis. Many of the

differences found in previous studies may disappear under these

strict controls. Indeed, it is expected that both singing and speech

for both perception and production will show a considerable

overlap in underlying neural processes. Overlapping brain regions

are expected to be involved with both perception and action of

singing and speech. This prediction is consistent with findings of

similar underlying cortical networks used for aspects of language

and music processing (Koelsch, 2005; Koelsch et al., 2002). Even

though there are expected to be considerable overlap in neural

processes underlying singing and speech, there may still be some

differences related to acoustic properties (pitch, melody, etc. . .),
and physiological processes of articulation, as well as feedback-

based processing between the conditions. Given the greater use of

auditory–motor self-monitoring and imagery with respect to

consonance in singing, brain regions involved with these processes

are predicted to be differentially active for singing more than for

speech. This is thought to be true for both perception and

production of consonance (see Schwartz et al. (2003) for a

discussion of consonance based on statistical correspondence

between acoustical stimuli and the properties of the human vocal

tract).

The experiment consists of listening to and covert production

of singing and speech. The stimuli in our study consist of well-

known Japanese songs that were either sung or spoken. This

experimental design controls quite precisely for phonological,

timbral, syntactic, and semantic aspects of the stimuli, in an

attempt to determine brain regions that are differentially involved

with neural processes specific to singing and speech. Well-known

songs were used so that extensive brain activity involved with

learning and novelty processing would not be present and serve

as a potential confound.

A passive listening task was used rather than one that

requires some active decision in order to better avoid activation

in brain regions specifically related to the decision task that

would undoubtedly occur at least as a result of attentional

modulation. One of the primary hypotheses is the existence of a

perception–action link both for listening to and production of

singing and speech. The use of an active listening task would

clearly produce activity in action related brain regions as a result

of carrying out the task that would confound the identification of

processes truly related to listening to singing and speech. It is

understood that passive listening tasks have little constraint over

behavioral control. However, subjects were instructed and given

practice to passively listen to the stimuli without internal verbal

rehearsal.
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A covert production task was used rather than an overt one in

order to avoid activation of auditory processing regions occurring

merely by acoustic feedback of one’s own voice. One potential

problem with covert tasks is that the suppression of overt

production may actually be an active process. It is entirely possible

that activity related to this suppression occurs in brain regions not

involved with actually carrying out the production. However, in a

study investigating both overt and covert production of speech and

singing (Riecker et al., 2000), the covert task produced similar

patterns of activity as the overt task with the primary difference

being additional activity in anterior insula for the overt task.

Besides theoretically motivated reasons for using a covert

production task over an overt one, there are also technical reasons

as well. Although considerable progress has been made for dealing

with susceptibility artifact related to changes in the oral cavity

during scanning of vocal articulation, there is still considerable

potential for error (Birn et al., 2004; Gorno-Tempini et al., 2002).

The potential interaction between the degree of susceptibility

artifact and the type of production task (speech or singing) is likely

to produce spurious results.

Conjunction analysis (brain regions commonly active) between

passive listening and covert production tasks allows for investiga-

tion of neural processes involved with singing and speech that are

not related exclusively to stimulus induced auditory processing

differences in activity, nor to low level articulatory motor control

differences in activity. The use of active and overt conditions

would not allow for this type of interpretation of conjunction

analysis. The difference in conjunction analyses between singing

and speech allows for the identification of differences in neural

processes that are common for both perception and production.

Additionally, the conjunction analysis across all conditions:

passive listening to singing, covert singing, passive listening to

speech, and covert speech, allows for identification of neural

processes common to both perception and production for singing

and speech.
Methods

Subjects

Sixteen (5 female; 11 male) right-handed native Japanese

speakers participated in this study. Handedness was determined by

Edinburgh Handedness Inventory. The ages ranged from 19 to 47

with a mean of 26 and a standard deviation of 6.7 years. Because

individuals who have extensive musical experience may have

neural processes that are somewhat more specialized and modular

than individuals with normal music experience, subjects that had

any professional musical education and/or training were excluded

from the study. Subjects were paid for their participation and gave

written informed consent for experimental procedures, approved

by the Committee of Medical Ethics, Kyoto University Graduate

School of Medicine.

Stimuli and procedure

The experiment consisted of four conditions plus a baseline

condition: passive listening to singing; passive listening to speech;

covert production of song; covert production of speech; baseline

rest. The stimuli consisted of six Japanese songs that were well

known by all of the subjects. Each of the songs was 8 bars long.
For the listening condition, the stimuli consisted of aurally

presented stimuli. The lyrics of the songs were each sung and

spoken by six native Japanese speakers (3 males and 3 females).

Each song was recorded from a different individual (44,100-Hz

sampling rate). The same individual performed both spoken and

sung versions of a song. The RMS energy of the spoken and sung

lyrics was adjusted to be identical, and the duration and rate of

performance were approximately the same, in order to control for

differences in auditory brain responses based solely on these

acoustic properties. The rate and duration were controlled by

presentation of each bar of a song on a monitor for a fixed amount

of time (each line contains 4 beats; each song contains 8 lines) (see

Appendix 1 for lyrics of songs). Before recording, the performers

practiced speaking and singing at this rate. For the covert

production task, subjects were asked to silently perform the lyrics

of the various songs by singing (in one condition) and speaking (in

the other condition) the lyrics of the various songs. Covert

production was used to avoid motion artifacts in the fMRI BOLD

signal that are likely to occur during overt oral production, as well

as to avoid auditory feedback of the subject’s own voice. Before

beginning the fMRI experiment, subjects practiced overt and

covert production (both singing and speaking) of the various songs

at the rate specified by visual presentation of one line of the lyrics

at a time on a computer monitor.

The fMRI experimental procedure consisted of a block design

in which subjects were presented with repeating random sequences

of five different experimental conditions (listening to singing;

listening to speech; covert singing; covert speech; and rest). Each

of the experimental conditions was repeated 6 times (once for each

song). Visual presentation was via a data projector (U2-X2000,

Plus Vision Corp; Tokyo, Japan) outside the fMRI scanning room

that could be viewed by the subject on a mirror attached to the head

coil. Audio presentation was via fMRI compatible headphones

(Gradient Muff Headset, Resonance Technology; USA). For all

blocks when text was not being presented on the screen, a fixation

cross was present in the center of the screen. At the start of each

block, subjects were given text instructions (written in English) for

the task (listen, speak, sing, or rest) just above where the fixation

cross was presented. Just below the fixation cross, the name of the

song was presented in hiragana characters. The instructions were

presented for 1 s followed by 1 s of fixation before the stimulus

was presented. For the listening conditions, the song was presented

aurally, and the subject was required to maintain visual fixation on

the cross and passively listen to the stimuli. Each song was

approximately 20 s long after which there was approximately 2 s of

silence before the next block started. For the covert production

conditions, subjects covertly sang or spoke the text of the song

presented on the screen. Each line was presented for 2600 ms with

a 200-ms interval between lines (in which a fixation cross was

shown) until all eight lines were presented. For the rest condition,

the fixation cross remained on the screen throughout the entire

block.

fMRI data collection, preprocessing, and analysis

For functional brain imaging, a 3-T MRI (Siemens Trio,

Erlangen, Germany) was used at the Human Brain Research

Center, Kyoto University Graduate School of Medicine. Functional

T2*-weighted images were acquired using a gradient echo-planar

imaging sequence (echo time 30 ms; repetition time 4000 ms; flip

angle 90-) which included prospective head motion correction
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(Thesen et al., 2000). A total of 36 contiguous axial slices was

acquired with a 3.0�3.0�3.9-mm voxel resolution covering the

entire brain. A total of 184 scans were taken for each run of the

experiment. The first 4 scans were discarded. Each run was

approximately 12.3 min in duration. The experiment was only one

run for each subject. Images were preprocessed using programs

within SPM2 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology,

University College–London). Images were realigned, unwarped,

spatially normalized to a standard space (default) using a template

EPI image (2�2�2-mm voxels), and smoothed using an

8�8�8-mm FWHM Gaussian kernel.

The data were analyzed (SPM2) using a general linear model

employing a boxcar function convolved with a hemodynamic

response function. High pass filtering (cutoff period equal to 128 s)

was carried out to reduce the effects of extraneous variables

(scanner drift, low frequency noise, etc.). Auto-regression was used

to correct for serial correlations. The rest condition was modeled

implicitly in the design (it served as the baseline condition). In

order to further control for differences in acoustic intensity within

each volume scanned, RMS energy was calculated every 4 s

(corresponding to the length of the TR) for song and speech stimuli

and used as a regressor of no interest in the analysis.

Laterality of hemispheric activity was assessed using the

following method: the realigned brain images were normalized to

a left–right reflected template. Then fixed effect analyses were

carried out for all subjects and contrasts. The contrast images of the

reflected brain analysis were then left– right reversed. Paired t tests

were used to assess laterality between the original and left– right

reversed contrast images. The reason for normalizing to the

reflected template is to match up voxels on the right side of the

brain with those of the left hemisphere template and to match up

voxels on the left side of the brain with the right hemisphere

template so that direct comparison of voxels in the left compared to

right and right compared to left can be conducted with respect to

the unreflected normalized images.

Regional brain activity for the various conditions was

assessed using statistical parametric mapping SPM2 in which a

mixed effects model was employed. A fixed effect analysis was

first employed for all contrasts of interest across data from each

subject. The contrasts of interest included the following: (1)

listening to singing minus baseline; (2) covert singing minus

baseline; (3) listening to speech minus baseline; (4) covert speech

minus baseline; (5) differences between listening to singing and

listening to speech; (6) differences between covert singing and

covert speech; (7) conjunction of listening to singing and covert

singing; (8) conjunction of listening to speech and covert speech;

(9) conjunction of all conditions: listening to singing, covert

singing, listening to speech, and covert speech. At the random

effects level between subjects, the contrast image of the

parameter estimates of the first level analysis for each

subject was used as input for a SPM model employing one-

sample t tests.
Results

The false discovery rate FDR correction for multiple compar-

isons (Genovese et al., 2002) was used to determine significant

(P < 0.05) differential activity for the contrasts of interest. In the

case where no voxels were found to be significant using the FDR

correction, trends were investigated using a threshold of P < 0.005
uncorrected. In addition, within anatomical regions of interest

small volume correction (SVC) for multiple comparisons was used.

The location of the regions of interest (ROIs; given in Talairach

coordinates; analyses were symmetrically carried out using

positive and negative�Talairach coordinates for all contrasts) are

based on the following: PT = [66, �25, 12]-central coordinate in

the probability map of the PT (Westbury et al., 1999; also

consistent with Warren et al., 2003, pitch perception); Stp =

[�54, �39, 20] (Hickok et al., 2003, covert and listening to speech

and humming); aSTG1 = [�53, 5, �14] (Scott et al., 2000,

intelligible speech perception); aSTG2 = [58, �8, 4] (Jeffries et al.,

2003, overt singing); aMTG = [�65, �12, �9] (Scott et al., 2000,

intelligible speech perception); pMTG = [�63, �37, 2] (Scott et

al., 2000, perception of phonetic information); PP = [�50, 4, �2]

(Brown et al., 2004a,b, singing production); IFG/sensorimotor

cortex = [44, 1, 10] (Perry et al., 1999, singing production [�44,

24, 8] (Jeffries et al., 2003, speech production); PMdr = [�34, �1,

57] (Hanakawa et al., 2002, amodal imagery); PMC = [52, �2, 40]

(Brown et al., 2004a,b, singing production); [�54, �1, 41] (Wilson

et al., 2004, speech production and perception); OFC = [�4, 41,

�21] (Blood et al., 1999, singing consonance perception);

subcallosal cingulate = [�4, 24, �12] (Brown et al., 2004a,b,

music consonance perception); lateral aspect of the VI lobule of the

posterior cerebellum = [24, �64, �20] (Brown et al., 2004a,b,

singing production; also consistent with Callan et al., 2004, speech

perception; Gaab et al., 2003, pitch perception). The location of

active voxels was determined by reference to the Talairach atlas

(Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) after transforming from the MNI

to the Talairach coordinate system (http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/

Imaging/mnispace.html). Activity within the planum temporale

was determined with reference to the map given in Westbury et al.

(1999). Activity within Heschl’s gyrus (primary auditory cortex)

was determined with reference to the map given in Rademacher

et al. (2001). Activity within the cerebellum was determined

with reference to the atlas of Schmahmann et al. (2000). To test

whether active regions have significant hemispheric laterality,

paired t tests were conducted between the active voxels (see

Figs. 1–3, Tables 1–3) in the contrast of interest relative to the

left–right flipped contrast of interest calculated from images

normalized to the left–right reflected template (P < 0.005

uncorrected, T = 2.95, df = 15, spatial extent threshold 10

voxels). Small volume corrections for multiple corrections were

carried out for activity within the ROIs.

The main effect of each condition (listening to singing,

listening to speech, covert singing, covert speech) versus rest

showed very large and extensive activations (P < 0.05 FDR

corrected for multiple comparisons) in brain regions character-

istic for listening and covert production tasks. These regions

include STG/MTG, PT/Stp, PP, IFG, anterior insula, PMC,

SMA, DLPFC, SMG, cerebellum, and basal ganglia (figure not

shown).

In order to determine activity common to both listening and

covert tasks, a conjunction analysis was conducted using the

principle of the minimum statistic compared to the conjunction

null (Nichols et al., 2005). The procedure adapted here for

random effects analysis ensures that activity is common (logical

and) to the conditions under investigation by using the

minimum statistic of the corresponding contrast images from

each of the voxels to construct a single conjunction contrast

image for each subject. These minimum statistic contrast images

are used for a one-sample t test random effects analysis to

http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/mnispace.html
http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/mnispace.html
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Fig. 1. (A) Conjunction of listening to singing and covert singing (T >4.13, P <0.05 FDR corrected; P <0.0004 uncorrected). (B) Conjunction of listening to

speech and covert speech (T >4.13, P <0.11 FDR corrected; P <0.0004 uncorrected). (C) Conjunction of listening to singing, covert singing, listening to speech,

and covert speech (T >2.95; P <0.005 uncorrected). Lateralized activity is given for each contrast. MNI coordinates are depicted under brain slices. Left brain is

displayed on left side of image. aSTG1 = anterior superior temporal gyrus–anterior region; PP = planumpolare; PT = planum temporale; Stp = superior temporal

parietal region; SMG = supramarginal gyrus; PMC = premotor cortex; PrCG = precentral gyrus; SMA = supplementary motor area; MFG = middle frontal

gyrus; DLPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; IOG = inferior occipital gyrus; VI = lateral aspect of the VI lobule of posterior cerebellum.
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assess brain activity that is common to both conditions (with

the caveat that only positive effects are evaluated). Other

methods that look at the intersection of the results of separate

random effects analyses for the two contrasts of interest do not

take into account the degree of conjunction at the individual

subject level as is done by the proposed method. It should also
be pointed out that this type of conjunction analysis does not

require the different comparisons to be independent (Nichols et

al., 2005).

The results of various conjunction analyses are shown in

Fig. 1 and Table 1. The results of the conjunction analysis to

determine activity common to both listening to singing and
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Fig. 2. (A) Listening to singing minus listening to speech (T >2.95; P < 0.005 uncorrected). (B) Covert singing minus covert speech (T >2.95; P < 0.005

uncorrected). (C) Conjunction singing minus Conjunction speech (T >2.95; P < 0.005 uncorrected). Lateralized activity is given for each contrast. MNI

coordinates are depicted under brain slices. Left brain is displayed on left side of image. aSTG2 = anterior superior temporal gyrus–posterior region; HG =

Heschl’s gyrus; PT = planum temporale; IFG = inferior frontal gyrus; PMC = premotor cortex; PMdr = rostral and dorsal part of the lateral premotor cortex;

PtCG = post-central gyrus; OFC = orbitofrontal cortex; Sub. Cing. = subcallosal cingulate; CG = cingulate gyrus. GP = globus pallidus; VI = lateral aspect of

the VI lobule of posterior cerebellum; VIIIB = lateral aspect of the VIIIB lobule of posterior cerebellum.
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covert singing, as well as corresponding laterality effects, are

shown in Fig. 1A and Table 1 (T = 4.13, df = 15, pFDR <

0.05, spatial extent threshold 10 voxels). The conjunction

analysis of the speech conditions (listening to speech and

covert speech) did not reveal any significant activity using the

FDR correction for multiple comparisons. In order to compare

patterns of brain activity present for the conjunction of the

singing tasks and for the conjunction of the speech tasks, the

same T value was used for both analyses (T = 4.13, df = 15,

pFDR = 0.11; P < 0.0004 uncorrected; spatial extent threshold

10 voxels (Fig. 1B, Table 1). Laterality effects as well as results

of analysis using small volume correction for multiple compar-

isons are given in Table 1. The results of the conjunction

analysis of all conditions listening to singing, covert singing,

listening to speech, and covert speech as well as laterality

effects are shown in Fig. 1C and Table 1. The analysis did not

reveal any significant activity using the FDR correction for

multiple comparisons. An uncorrected threshold of P < 0.005
(T = 2.95, df = 15, spatial extent threshold 10 voxels) was

used to assess the presence of brain activity (see Table 1 for

results of analysis using small volume correction for multiple

comparisons).

Significant activity for contrasts of singing minus speech is

shown in Fig. 2 and Table 2. The results of the listening to singing

minus the listening to speech contrast as well as laterality effects

are shown in Fig. 2A and Table 2 (P < 0.005 uncorrected, T =

2.95, df = 15, spatial extent threshold 10 voxels) see Table 2 for

results of analysis using small volume correction for multiple

comparisons. The results of the covert singing minus the covert

speech contrast as well as laterality effects are shown in Fig. 2B

and Table 2 (P < 0.005 uncorrected, T = 2.95, df = 15, spatial

extent threshold 10 voxels). See Table 2 for results of analysis

using small volume correction for multiple comparisons. The

results of the conjunction singing minus the conjunction speech

contrast are shown in Fig. 2C and Table 2 (P < 0.005 uncorrected;

paired t test T = 2.95, df = 15; spatial extent threshold 10 voxels).
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Fig. 3. (A) Listening to singing minus listening to speech (T > 2.95; P < 0.005 uncorrected). (B) Covert singing minus covert speech (T > 2.95; P < 0.005

uncorrected). (C) Conjunction speech minus Conjunction singing (T > 2.95; P < 0.005 uncorrected). Lateralized activity is given for each contrast. MNI

coordinates are depicted under brain slices. Left brain is displayed on left side of image. aMTG = anterior middle temporal gyrus; pMTG = posterior middle

temporal gyrus; Stp = superior temporal parietal region; SMG = supramarginal gyrus; SPL = superior parietal lobule; IPL = inferior parietal lobule, IFG =

inferior frontal gyrus; PMC = premotor cortex; PtCG = post-central gyrus; MFG = middle frontal gyrus; SFG = superior frontal gyrus; ITG = inferior temporal

gyrus; ACG = anterior cingulate gyrus; CG = cingulate gyrus; GP = globus pallidus.
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See Table 2 for results of analysis using small volume correction

for multiple comparisons. Only voxels that were significant for the

conjunction of listening to singing and covert singing evaluated at

P < 0.005 were included in the analysis.

Significant activity for contrasts of speech minus singing are

shown in Fig. 3 and Table 3. The results of the listening to singing

minus the listening to speech contrast as well as laterality effects

are shown in Fig. 3A and Table 3 (P < 0.005 uncorrected, T =

2.95, df = 15, spatial extent threshold 10 voxels) see Table 3 for

results of analysis using small volume correction for multiple

comparisons. The results of the covert singing minus the covert

speech contrast as well as laterality effects are shown in Fig. 3B

and Table 3 (P < 0.005 uncorrected, T = 2.95, df = 15, spatial

extent threshold 10 voxels). See Table 3 for results of analysis

using small volume correction for multiple comparisons. The

results of the conjunction singing minus the conjunction speech
contrast are shown in Fig. 3C and Table 3 (P < 0.005 uncorrected;

paired t test T = 2.95, df = 15; spatial extent threshold 10 voxels).

See Table 2 for results of analysis using small volume correction

for multiple comparisons. Only voxels that were significant for the

conjunction of listening to speech and covert speech evaluated at

P < 0.005 were included in the analysis.
Discussion

Neural processes underlying both perception and covert

production of singing and speech activate overlapping brain

regions (Figs. 1A–C, Table 1). The conjunction of passive

listening and covert production tasks used in this study allow for

general neural processes underlying both perception and produc-

tion to be discerned that are not exclusively a result of stimulus
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Table 1

Talairach coordinates

Brain region Conjunction listening singing

covert singing (Fig. 1A)

Conjunction listening speech

covert speech (Fig. 1B)

Conjunction all listening and covert

singing and speech (Fig. 1C)

aSTG1 �57, 7, �10** �53, 15, �11* �59, 9, �11*

51, 17, �9** 55, 13, �14* 55, 11, �14*

PP �50, 6, �5** �55, 2, �5* �53, 4, �5*

50, 10, �4** 48, 10, �4* 50, 11, �4*

PT 61, �27, 9**

Stp �55, �36, 18**

(�51, �38, 15)*

�55, �36, 18*

(�53, �36, 20)*

�55, �36, 18*

(�53, �38, 20)*

Stp extending into PT 63, �36, 15**

SMG 46, �44, 50** 48, �36 48

Anterior insula �32, 15, �6**

44, 23, �5**

PMC/PrCG �51, �2, 41**

(�46, �9, 45)

�53 4 40* �53, 4, 42

�38, �12, 32** 53 4 40* 51, 6, 40

53, 4, 40*

SMA �2, �4, 67**

MFG 53, 6, 38** �40, 51, 7

DLPFC 46, 32, 17

Fusiform gyrus �34, �69, �13** �32, �68, �8 �30, �68, �10

26, �73, �17**

IOG �14, �90, �7**

22, �90, �9**

Lingual gyrus 4, �74, �3**

Cerebellum

Post. Lat. VI lobule �24, �61, �19**

(�22, �57, �19)

�24, �61, �20*

(see note)

�24, �61, �20*

36, �65, �19** 28, �65, �19* 26, �65, �17*

Post. Crus II �18, �66, �42**

Coordinates given in parentheses denote clusters that show significant lateralized activity ( P < 0.005 uncorrected).

aSTG1 = anterior superior temporal gyrus–anterior region; PP = planum polare; PT = planum temporale; Stp = superior temporal parietal region; SMG =

supramarginal gyrus; PMC = premotor cortex; PrCG = precentral gyrus; SMA = supplementary motor area; MFG = middle frontal gyrus; DLPFC =

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; IOG = inferior occipital gyrus. Post. Lat. = posterior lateral. The location of active voxels was determined by reference to the

Talairach atlas [Talairach and Tournoux, 1988] after transforming from the MNI to the Talairach coordinate system (http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/

mnispace.html).

Note. It should be noted that laterality was present for the listening to speech condition in the posterior lateral VI lobule of the cerebellum but not present for the

covert speech condition.

* Significant (pFDR < 0.05, radius 6 mm) using small volume correction for multiple comparisons (see text for coordinates defining ROIs).

** Significant (pFDR < 0.05) correcting for multiple comparisons across entire volume.
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induced auditory processing nor to low level articulatory motor

control. Brain regions active during both production and perception

of singing as well as speech (Fig. 1C, Table 1) include the left PT/

Stp, left and right PMC, left and right lateral aspect of the VI lobule

of posterior cerebellum, left and right PP, as well as left and right

aSTG1. The similarity between areas involved with singing and

speech, both for perception and for covert production, is consistent

with Koelsch (2005) and Koelsch et al. (2002), suggesting that

some fundamental aspects of lyrical music are essentially identical

to those of language. Many of these regions (PT/Stp, PMC,

cerebellum) have been implicated in previous studies to be

involved with aspects of both perception and action, as will be

discussed more thoroughly below. The results are consistent with

the existence of neural processes that mediate perception in relation

to afforded action, and conversely, these same neural processes

mediate action in relation to perceptual targets. These regions could

potentially instantiate a type of FMirror Neuron System_ (Rizzolatti
and Arbib, 1998).

Activity in the left PT/Stp area for production and perception

for both singing and speaking (Figs. 1A–C, Table 1) is consistent
with findings by Hickok et al. (2003), suggesting that this region

mediates auditory–motor processing. In their study, activity for

listening to or covertly humming tonal sequences as well as

listening to or covertly speaking nonsense sentences induced

activity in the left Stp [�54, �31, 20]. In our study, activity was

found in the left Stp extending into PT for both singing and speech

[�55, �36, 18]. Furthermore, the results indicate that activity is

significantly lateralized to the left hemisphere for both singing and

speech (Figs. 1A–C, Table 1). Alternatively, it is possible that

lateralized activity in PT/Stp in our study reflects auditory

representational processes specific to reading apart from covert

production.

The PT and Stp region has been implicated with perception of

speech and complex non-speech sounds, auditory imagery, audio-

visual associations, as well as with covert and overt speech

articulation (Bunzeck et al., 2005; Binder et al., 1996; Binder et al.,

2000; Griffiths and Warren, 2002; Hasegawa et al., 2004; Hickok

and Poeppel, 2000; Patterson et al., 2002; Paus et al., 1996; Scott

and Johnsrude, 2003; Scott et al., 2000; Warren et al., 2003; Wise

et al., 2001). It should be pointed out that the conjunction analysis

http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/mnispace.html
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Table 2

Talairach coordinates

Brain region Listen singing minus

listening speech (Fig. 2A)

Covert singing minus covert

speech (Fig. 2B)

Conjunction singing

minus conjunction

speech (Fig. 2C)

aSTG2 �53, �13, 3*

48, �17, 5* (40, �13, 6)

HG �40, �29, 12

40, �30, 13

PT �68, �20, 14*

69, �17, 8* 69, �23, 14* 69, �25, 12*

IFG 46, �1, 13*

PMC �46 1 28

PMdr �26, �3, 57* (�28, �1, 57)

PtCG 24, �42, 48

SFG �10, 47, 40 (�10, 46, 35)

16, 26, 52

Precuneus �20, �60, 44

�12, �47, 39

OFC �2, 46, �16*

Subcallosal cingulate 2, 23, �5 pFWE < 0.05

CG �18, �12, 32 (�14, �12, 30)

18, 13, 23

PCG �18, �65, 12

Globus pallidus 12, 4, 2

Caudate �8, 5, 18

36, �27, �5

Hippocampus 32, �35, �2

Parahippocampal gyrus �36, �50, 2

Cerebellum �40, �48, �28

Posterior lateral VI lobule

Posterior lateral VIIIB lobule 26, �47, �43

Brainstem–midbrain �6 �16 �18

Coordinates given in parentheses denote clusters that show significant lateralized activity ( P < 0.005 uncorrected).

pFWE = family wise error probability (small volume correction); aSTG2 = anterior superior temporal gyrus-posterior region; HG = Heschl’s gyrus; PT =

planum temporale; IFG = inferior frontal gyrus; PMC = premotor cortex; PMdr = rostral and dorsal part of the lateral premotor cortex; PtCG = post-central

gyrus; OFC = orbitofrontal cortex; ACG = anterior cingulate gyrus; CG = cingulate gyrus; PCG = posterior cingulate gyrus. The location of active voxels was

determined by reference to the Talairach atlas [Talairach and Tournoux, 1988] after transforming from the MNI to the Talairach coordinate system (http://

www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/mnispace.html).

* Significant (pFDR < 0.05, radius 6 mm {except for OFC requiring 10 mm}) using small volume correction for multiple comparisons (see text for

coordinates defining ROIs).
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carried out in this study rules out stimulus induced auditory

processing as the cause for activity. It does not however rule out

auditory processes that may be utilized for representational

transforms; used to map production goals into an auditory target

space or conversely to constrain auditory perception based on

articulatory constraints.

It has been suggested that the PT/Stp mediates transformation

of auditory signals into a form that constrains motor processing

(Warren et al., 2005). The view of the PT/Stp region as mediating

processes related to representational transformation across various

domains builds on the hypothesis of the PT as a computational hub

serving the segregation and matching of spectrotemporal patterns

(Griffiths and Warren, 2002). In relation to our study, the

Ftemplate_ to be matched would be the pitch and timing structure

of the song’s melody. Consistent with the hypothesis that the PT/

Stp serves in representational transformation between auditory

mapping and other domains, the PT/Stp region not only has

connections to other auditory regions, but also with various other

brain regions including PMC, DLPFC (Petrides and Pandya, 1988;

Scott and Johnsrude, 2003), and the cerebellum (Schmahmann,

2000). The role of the PT/Stp region as mediating representational
transformation in addition to connectivity with other auditory

processing regions as well as external regions may explain the

great diversity in the types of processing that this region is

involved in (for a review of some of these processes, see Griffiths

and Warren, 2002).

One of the striking differences in the results between the

conjunction singing and the conjunction speech contrasts is the

presence of right hemisphere PT activity for the singing contrast

but not for the speech contrast (Figs. 1A–B, Table 1).

Statistical analysis of the individual tasks, listening to singing

relative to listening to speech (Fig. 2A, Table 2), covert singing

relative to covert speech (Fig. 2B, Table 2), conjunction singing

relative to conjunction speech (Fig. 2A, Table 2), all show

greater differential activity in the right PT. It should be pointed

out, however, that laterality effects were not statistically

significant.

The results are consistent with the hypothesis that brain

regions (in this case the PT) involved with auditory–motor

processing will be differentially active for singing over that of

speech because of greater use of auditory–motor self-monitoring

and imagery with respect to consonance (listening and produc-

http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/mnispace.html
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Table 3

Talairach coordinates

Brain region Listening speech inus

listening singing (Fig. 3A)

Covert Speech minus

Covert Singing (Fig. 3B)

Conjunction speech minus

conjunction singing (Fig. 3C)

aMTG �59, �8, �10* (�59, �8, �10)*

pMTG �48, �40, 0 (�53, �37, 0) �53, �49, �1

Stp �48, �53, 27 (�50, �51, 23)

Temporal pole �40, 0, �34

51, 2, �30

Angular gyrus 53, �62, 27

SMG �61, �45, 32

SPL �28, �65, 53

IPL �30, �39, 39

�44, �53, 36

IFG �50, 25, �5

�59, 18, 10

51, 25, �1

48, 11, 33

PMC �34, 14, 56

PtCG 38, �31, 46 (38, �31, 46)

MFG �34, 51, 10 �34, 51, 10

44, 23, 41

SFG �21, 55, 3 �20, 58, 1

�24, 46, 29

24, 60, �1

2, 16, 49

Precuneus 24, �67, 53

Cuneus �6, �92, 18

30, �82, 30 (30, �84, 34)

Lingual gyrus �16, �74, 6

ITG 44, �68, �3

Fusiform gyrus �28, �66, �5

34, �45, �10

MOG 50, �57, �4

ACG 12, 25, 25

CG �6, 19, 36 (�14, 25, 37)

�2, �25, 38

Globus pallidus �20, 0, 0

Putamen �30, �23, �1

Coordinates given in parentheses denote clusters that show significant lateralized activity ( P < 0.005 uncorrected).

aMTG = anterior middle temporal gyrus; pMTG = posterior middle temporal gyrus; Stp = superior temporal parietal region; SMG = supramarginal gyrus; SPL =

superior parietal lobule; IPL = inferior parietal lobule, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus; PMC = premotor cortex; PtCG = post-central gyrus; MFG = middle frontal

gyrus; SFG = superior frontal gyrus; ITG = inferior temporal gyrus; MOG = middle occipital gyrus; ACG = anterior cingulate gyrus; CG = cingulate gyrus. The

location of active voxels was determined by reference to the Talairach atlas [Talairach and Tournoux, 1988] after transforming from the MNI to the Talairach

coordinate system (http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/mnispace.html).

* Significant (pFDR < 0.05, radius 6 mm) using small volume correction for multiple comparisons (see text for coordinates defining ROIs).
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tion) (Fig. 2, Table 2). In accordance with the hypothesis put

forward by Warren et al. (2005), the pitch and timing structure of

the song’s melody serve as a Ftemplate_ by which representational

transformation is mediated to and from an auditory-based form

and a form that constrains motor processing. The location of

activity for our study [69, �25, 12] is near that reported in

studies showing activity for audiovisual speech perception

(Callan et al., 2003a, [60, �25, 14]), non-native phonetic

identification (Callan et al., 2003b [�60, �29, 10]), audio-visual

cross modal associations (Hasegawa et al., 2004, [�62, �34,

14]), and mental imagery of complex sounds (Bunzeck et al.,

2005, [�60, �36, 12]). All of these studies are consistent with

the PT mediating representational transformation. It should be

pointed out that activity in our study [69, �25, 12] is also close

to activity found in a study investigating pitch height perception

(Warren et al., 2003, [66, �26, 12]). Because differential activity
between singing and speech is present in the covert production

task (Fig. 2B, Table 2) as well as the conjunction of listening and

covert tasks (Fig. 2C, Table 2) purely stimulus driven acoustic

differences between the conditions can be dismissed as the cause

of the PT activity.

According to the hypothesis stated above, one would expect

brain regions involved with consonance also to be activated

more for singing than for speech. The results of the analysis

between the conjunction of singing over the conjunction of

speech did not show any significant activity in brain regions

involved with consonance. However, for the listening task,

singing showed greater activity than speech in the OFC [�2,

46, �16] (Fig. 2A, Table 2) in a region known to be involved

with pleasant and/or unpleasant emotional responses during

music perception [�4, 42, �21] (Blood and Zatorre, 2001;

Blood et al., 1999). The covert production task showed greater

http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/mnispace.html
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differential activity for singing over speech in the subcallosal

cingulate [2, 23, �5]. A brain region known to be involved

with emotion processing (Bush et al., 2000) and is responsive to

consonance during listening to music (Brown et al., 2004b, [�4,

24, �12]).

The PMC extending into the PrCG bilaterally is found to be

active for perception and production for both singing and speech

(Fig. 1C, Table 1). The precentral sulcus and caudal premotor

cortex are involved with lower face movement as well as

imagery of lower face movement (Hanakawa et al., 2005). This

region is close to the region we found to be active (our study

[�53, 4, 42] Hanakawa et al. (2005) [�52, �4, 36]). Other

studies investigating singing production (Brown et al., 2004a,b,

[52, �2, 40]) and perception and production of speech (Wilson

et al., 2004, [�54, �1, 41]) show activity in similar regions as

our study. Activity in this region for both listening and covert

production tasks is consistent with the use of similar auditory–

motor mappings for perception and production of singing

and speech. Contrary to hypotheses of right hemisphere

dominance for music/song, the conjunction singing condi-

tion showed significant left hemisphere laterality (Fig. 1A,

Table 1). No laterality effect was found for the speech condition

in PMC.

Perception and production of singing and speech bilaterally

activated the lateral aspect of the VI lobule of the posterior

cerebellum for both singing and speech (Fig. 1C, Table 1). This

region is known to somatotopically represent the lips and tongue

(Grodd et al., 2001). Previous studies investigating singing

production (Brown et al., 2004a,b, [24, �64, �20]) and phoneme

identification (Callan et al., 2003b, 2004, [30, �65, �25]) have

also identified activity in the same region as is found in this study

[26, �65, �17]. Activity in this same region has also been shown

to correlate with better performance on a pitch memory task

(Gaab et al., 2003, [�24, �67, �25]). Given the somatotopic

representation of the tongue and lips in this part of the

cerebellum, better pitch memory may be mediated by processes

involved with internal simulation of vocal production of a

particular pitch. This interpretation is consistent with instantiation

of internal models in the cerebellum (Imamizu et al., 2000;

Kawato, 1999). Laterality differences were found for the

conjunction of listening and covert production tasks for singing

on the left side (Fig. 1A, Table 1). This is interesting in that the

left cerebellum projects to the right cortex thought to be more

extensively involved with aspects of music processing. It should

be noted, however, that left lateralized activity was also found for

the listening to speech condition but not for the conjunction of the

covert speech production and listening to speech conditions

(Table 1). Even though the Grodd et al. (2001) study does provide

evidence for somatopy consistent with an internal-model account,

it does not exclude multimodal or fractured maps of multiple

function. Furthermore, because motor tasks are used it is not

possible to conclude whether motor or sensory or both are being

processed in cerebellar regions.

Although the function of the cerebellum as carrying out

internal model processing (Fanalysis-by-synthesis_) is consistent

with the results of our study an alternative hypothesis is that the

cerebellum may support non-motor auditory processing. Several

studies are in agreement with the hypothesis that the cerebellum

carries out auditory non-motor processing (Petacchi et al., 2005;

Parsons, 2001; Gaab et al., 2003). It has been put forward

(Petacchi et al., 2005; Bower and Parsons, 2003) that the
cerebellum is involved with the active regulation of sensory data

in order to modulate activity in structures involved with acquiring

the sensory data in order to improve information Fpick-up_. The
Gaab et al. (2003) pitch discrimination task is consistent with this

hypothesis. The cerebellar activation in the Gaab et al. (2003)

study was present throughout the task and was coupled with

temporal and parietal activations in the later phases, without

concomitant motor/premotor frontal activity where Fmotor simu-

lation_ is also typically observed. With respect to our study the

listening and covert production tasks showed activity in the same

cerebellar region (lateral aspect of the VI lobule of the posterior

cerebellum, Fig. 1Table 1). Although the sensory processing

hypothesis can readily account for cerebellar activity during the

listening tasks, it is less straight forward with respect to the

covert production tasks where no external sensory input is

present. It is possible that activity in this cerebellar region reflects

sensory planning in preparation for the auditory feedback that is

expected under overt production.

Bilateral activity in the aSTG1 and the PP was also found for

conjunction of listening and production tasks for both singing and

speech (Fig. 1C, Table 1). This region of the aSTG1 has been

found to be involved with intelligible speech perception (Scott et

al., 2000, [�53, 5, �14], compare with our study [�59, 9, �11]).

There have been several studies showing anterior aSTG and PP

activity during perception and production of melody, as well as

perception and production of speech and singing (Brown et al.,

2004a,b; Griffiths et al., 1998; Jeffries et al., 2003; Patterson et al.,

2002; Schmithorst and Holland, 2003; Tzourio et al., 1998). The

PP has also been implicated in aspects of both music and language

syntactic processing (Koelsch, 2005).

Differences in brain activity for both listening and production

tasks between singing and speech revealed the following: singing

over speech differentially activates PT for all tasks (Fig. 2, Table 2;

see above for discussion); speech over singing differentially

activates MFG (Fig. 3C, Table 3). There are a number of regions

showing differential activity between singing and speech when the

passive listening and covert speech tasks are analyzed separately

(Figs. 2A, B–3A, B, Tables 2, 3).

Activity greater for the listening to singing condition over

that of the speaking condition was found in brain regions

involved with auditory processing (right and left aSTG2, and

HG) (Fig. 2A, Table 2). Activity found in the aSTG2 bilaterally

[48, �17, 5] is in a similar region as identified as being

involved with production of singing over speech (Jeffries et al.,

2003, [58, �8, 4]) and with complex pitch perception (Scott et

al., 2000, [�65, �12, 1]). Greater differential activity in these

brain regions for singing over speech likely represents process-

ing of the melodic aspects of the singing stimuli. Although the

results of our study show bilaterally symmetric activity, the

right aSTG2 shows a significant laterality effect. This is

consistent with some studies (Liegeois-Chauvel et al., 1998;

Patterson et al., 2002; Zatorre et al., 1994), suggesting a right

lateralized specialization for melodic processing. It is possible

that the involvement of left hemisphere STG in our study and

not in others is because we employed vocal lyrical singing,

whereas other studies used non-vocal melodic stimuli. Some

evidence exists suggesting there may be a shift in melody

processing because of the context of language (Wong et al.,

2004). It should be pointed out that even though an attempt was

made to control for differences in auditory and phonetic aspects

of the singing and speech stimuli, it is possible that differential
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activity found represents some acoustic aspect of the stimuli that

was not controlled for rather than just the difference in melody.

The right IFG is classically thought to be involved with

production planning related to aspects of singing. According to the

FMirror Neuron Hypothesis_, the same regions of the brain that are

used for production are also used for perception (Rizzolatti and

Arbib, 1998). In our study, a significant difference between singing

and speech was found in the right IFG for the covert production

task (Fig. 2B, Table 2), however, no difference was found for the

listening task. It should also be pointed out that there were no

significant laterality differences as found in other studies. One

potential reason for the small degree of differential activity for the

listening task may be due to the use of other brain regions involved

with aspects of motor processing such as the left PMdr (Fig. 2A,

Table 2).

The left PMdr was found to have significantly greater

activity for singing over speech for the listening task but not for

the covert production task (Fig. 2A, Table 2). The PMdr is

thought to be involved with amodal imagery [�26, �3, 57]

(sensory-cognitive preprocessing components of motor control)

(Hanakawa et al., 2004, [�34, �1, 57]). Activity in the PMdr

may reflect greater amodal imagery processing resulting from

greater complex/dynamic perceptual–motor interactions as a

component of songs than that of speech. Contrary to studies

proposing right hemisphere dominance for music and song

processing, the activity was significantly lateralized to the left

hemisphere. It leads one to conjecture that greater amodal

imagery processing during singing (leading to alternate access to

verbal knowledge) may be one reason why word production

may be spared for singing but not for speech under some types

of brain damage.

The contrasts of speech over that of singing (Fig. 3, Table 3)

did not show significant differential activity in brain regions of

interest (identified by previous studies showing a difference of

speech over singing) when using small volume correcting for

multiple comparisons, as did the singing over speech contrasts

(Fig. 2, Table 2). One exception is differential activity for speech

over singing in the aMTG [�59, �8, �10] for the covert

production task (Fig. 3B, Table 3). This region is found to be

active for intelligible speech perception (Scott et al., 2000, [�66,

�12, �12]). Activity was significantly lateralized to the left

hemisphere consistent with a left hemisphere advantage for

speech processing. The large extent of differential activity in

brain regions not previously found for speech production over

singing production (Fig. 3B, Table 3) may reflect the added

difficulty of production of well-known lyrics without its

associated melody. It is likely that much greater directed

processing control is required than under covert production of a

passage that is not lyrical.

It should be acknowledged that one potential problem with

covert tasks is the lack of control over whether the subjects were

actually carrying out what they are instructed to do (singing or

speaking when appropriate). Since we rehearsed the speakers in the

singing and speech tasks both overtly and covertly before the

experiments, and fMRI research experience tells us that subjects

are generally highly compliant in covert tasks, we believe the

possibility of non-compliance is quite remote. The large extent in

differential activity between the covert speech and covert singing

tasks does corroborate, to some extent, that subjects were not

covertly singing the lyrics when instructed to covertly speak them

and were indeed following the instructions correctly.
Although there were no significant differences in regions of

interest when using the small volume correction, there were trends

in activity that show interesting patterns of laterality. Besides

lateralized activity present in the aMTG for the covert speech over

singing contrast, left lateralized activity was also present in the Stp

(Fig. 3B, Table 3). Additionally, lateralized activity was present in

the left pMTG [�48, �40, 0] for speech over singing for the

listening task (Fig. 3A, Table 3) near brain regions identified as

involved with phonetic processing (Scott et al., 2000, [�63, �37,

2]). The left lateralized activity in these temporal brain regions

contrasts with that found for listening to singing rather than speech

(Fig. 2A, Table 2) in which lateralized activity was present in the

right aSTG2. Although differential laterality effects are not clear in

frontal areas, in regions of the temporal lobe there is left laterality

for speech over singing (both for listening and production) and

right laterality for singing (listening only).

The principal positive finding in this study is the presence of

greater activity in the right PT for singing over that of speech for

both passive aural perception and covert production tasks. These

results are in accordance with the use of greater auditory–motor

mappings for singing over that of speech (see Hasegawa et al.,

2005) and are consistent with the hypothesis that the PT mediates

representational transformation between auditory and motor

domains (Griffiths and Warren, 2002; Warren et al., 2005). The

results are also consistent with the hypothesis that musical aspects

of singing (melody, harmony, rhythm, etc. . .) are constrained by

properties defining consonance as a form of action perception

afforded by the relationship of acoustic statistical properties in

auditory stimulation to the sound source (human vocal tract). The

results of our experiment point toward a motor theory of music

perception, corresponding to the growingly important motor theory

of language perception (Rizzolatti and Arbib, 1998). A further

striking finding is the great similarity between areas involved with

singing and speech, both for perception and for covert production,

once the semantic component has been controlled for. This

suggests that some fundamental aspects of lyrical music are

essentially identical to those of language. An additional principal

finding consistent with some hypotheses regarding hemispheric

specialization is a pattern of differential laterality for speech over

singing (covert production and listening tasks) in the left temporal

lobe and singing over speech (listening task only) occurs in right

temporal lobe. Unlike many studies in which laterality is assessed

by presence of active voxels against some arbitrary threshold, we

employed statistical analysis between active voxels in the contrast

of interest relative to the left– right flipped contrast of interest

calculated from images normalized to the left– right reflected

template. Very few studies have investigated perception/production

relationships for either singing or speech. The research presented

here helps to elucidate the neural processes involved with these

potential forms of action perception.
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